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db | hi

I have over 15 years of commercial experience in
creating user experiences across digital platforms
for some of the worlds biggest brands.
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db | skills
informaton
architect /
planner

interaction
designer

ui
designer
ux
designer

co-founder &
co-owner

ux
specialist

company
director
project
manager

leader &
mentor

web Designer

html, css
javscript

pitcher &
presenter
technical
capabilities

asp.net,
sql

digital
specialist

innovator &
idea generator

creative

flash &
actionscript

online
marketing
& social
strategist

strategy
(brands &
integration)

director of
motion graphics
& online films
designer &
animator
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db | experience is king

In this digital age,
experience is king
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db | UX is the the sweet spot

content

ux
tech

design
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db | ux encompasses all aspects of a users interaction with a company, its services, and its products.
content
copywriting &
tone of voice
multimedia

The ingredients of great UX...

story-telling

...elements

branding
surprise &
delight

sophistication

user insight

joy

user needs
& wants

typography

satisfaction

simplicity

colour
theory

visual design

ux

human centred
design
information
architecture
stability

usability

findability
interaction
design

speed

navigation
design
animation
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db | timeline

s1

BSc (with dist)
Multimedia Technology

Junior
Interactive
Designer

s1jobs.com
s1homes.com
Scottish TV
Scotsport
The Herald

Leave school

Sunday Herald
Evening Times

1995

1996 - 1999

1999 - 2001
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db | timeline

Blue Peach
Marcat (now Vamosa)

Historic Scotland

Web Designer

Senior
Web Designer

Bowmore
Auchentoshan
West Coast Motors

Scottish Enterprise

Student Loans Company

Global Scot
Stirling Council
John Menzies

2001 - 2003

2003 - 2004
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db | timeline

bd-ntwk
Group
Information
Architect

Coca cola (Piccadilly Circus, MyCokeMusic, CentreStage)
Broadband for Scotland (Roadshow, Game)
Visit Scotland (Multiple websites, Online games)
Peugeot (Car interactives)
Famous Grouse (Interactive bar, Feel Famous, Malt CD-ROM)
Arla Foods (Lurpak and Anchor brand sites)
Nintendo (Britain’s Brainiest Family)
Orange (’Paperclip’- extranet portal, Asset manager)
GlaxoSmithKline (Nytol microsite)

Grew department to a team of 12, from scratch

2004 - 2008
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db | timeline

Frame Digital
Co-founder, owner
Creative Director

University of Dundee

West College Scotland

The SSEHydro

West Coast Tours

Linn Products

Green Investment Bank

Scottish Rugby

Capital and Regional PLC

Celtic FC

C&C Group PLC

National Museums Scotland

Network Rail

National Library of Scotland

First Bus

Highland and Islands Enterprise

Harper Macleod

Intu properties PLC
... and many more

14 digital experts in client services, design, technical, online marketing
Scotland at the cinema - Multiple award winner (inc Grand Prix) - Scottish Creative Awards
#TestDriveDundee - Multiple award winner - Scottish Creative awards, Heist, Marketing Star awards

2008 - Present
you’ll know it when you feel it
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db | Linn Products
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db | Linn Products

Working with the worlds coolest
hi-fi maker
Linn Products are a genuine Scottish success story,
they’ve been making some of the best hi-fi equipment
in the world since they were founded in the 1970s.
At Frame Digital I had the privilege of winning and
spearheading a number of projects with them. The first
project was to evolve Linn's new ‘Just Listen’ brand positioning into a best-in-class website and bring together
their blog, forum, music store and product websites at
@ linn.co.uk
Being in the business of product development, Linn
were keen to take an agile approach to the project
and so we identified high level milestones and split the
project into two week sprints which also served as
stakeholder reviews.
Through a series of customer and UX workshops, we
crafted every aspect and detail of the site together,
building a narrative that told the story of Linn and their
love of music.
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db | Linn Products

Following the successful delivery of the website I began
working with the software and UI teams, providing UX
and visual design services for a suite of software products that included:

·

Linn Music Centre (now Kazoo on AppStore)
PC, Mac and iOS software to allow users to play
and control music through a Linn Digital
Streamer (DS)

·

Setup wizard
Software to help simplify connecting to and setting
up a Linn DS over a home network

·

Songcast
Configuration software to control Songcast, similar
to Apple’s AirPlay

·

Songbox
Media Server configuration software

·

Konfig
DS configuration software

you’ll know it when you feel it
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db | The SSE Hydro

Working with the worlds 2nd busiest
live entertainment venue
The SSE Hydro attracts millions of visitors each year,
positioning it as one of the busiest entertainment
arenas in the world alongside iconic venues like Madison Square Garden.
While at Frame Digital, during the the branding project
and launch campaign, I lead the planning, design and
build of thessehydro.com
The main role of the website is to feature events at The
Hydro and drive sales through the Ticketing engine, so
we designed an events API to give us access to artist
and event details from the booking engine to manipulate and feature throughout pages on the site.
Other site features include content managed interactive 3D floor plans and custom widgets for partners
including a 'countdown to gig' widget for Raymond
Weil and a ticketing widget for Scotrail.
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db | The SSE Hydro

A creative concept for The Hydro Club
An on going relationship with the SECC resulted in a
brief to develop an experience for The Hydro Club - a
premium ‘members only’ club at The SSE Hydro.
Our creative strategy was ‘frictionless’ and my ambition
was to ensure that the Hydro Club experience (both on
and offline) was as smooth as possible from start to
finish.
The mobile app concept featured an on-boarding process to support a seemless setup experience for users.
Push notification services would suggest events and
rewards based on the type of gigs you attended. The
idea was that users would barely have to lift a finger
after the initial setup process.
To embody and emphasise this creative ambition we
proposed the distribution of NFC chip based cards for
seemless entry and payment, tied to a reward scheme.
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db | Highlands and Islands Enterprise

Working with the north of Scotlands
economic development agency
HIE have been a client of mine since I pitched to win
the business over 7 years ago. Since then I have lead a
wide variety of digital marketing initiatives and projects,
operating as an extension of their communications
team.
We were originally hired as digital consultants to scope
the redesign of hie.co.uk and the same design and
underlying architecture still powers the site 6 years on.
The first task was to understand the complexity of the
organisation and following that, define an information
architecture and a set of design principles to maximise
the usability of a large site.
We spoke to stakeholders from the full range of HIE's
audiences, from government officials to journalists,
local businesses and the general public - as well as
sector teams, directors, senior management and more.
Through a series of workshops that included card sorting excercises and the assembly of our 'cool wall' - we
identified key objectives and strategic priorities and
conducted a detailed task analysis to identify key tasks
for online audiences.
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db | Highlands and Islands Enterprise

Celebrating 50 years - 50years.hie.co.uk
For 50 years, Highlands and Islands Enterprise has been
building the future of the Highlands and Islands, making
it a competitive region. To mark this occasion, we created timeline.hie.co.uk.
I took the lead role in the project, working closely with
HIE’s research and communications teams to identify
content and key facts to bring the story to life. I devised
3 ways to browse the information. A timeline view categorised by decades, a stories view categorised by strategic sectors (or themes) and a Google map interface to
visually and geographically represent HIE’s work over
time.
The responsive site has an ‘app like’ feel to enhance the
user experience and the navigation system is simple
and intuitive. Stories are told through a combination of
photography and video from the huge HIE archive and
through infographics and our interactive map.
Our agile approach to the project is what made what
seemed like an impossible deadline achievable. Timescales made it impossible to craft every aspect of the
content, so we established a visual framework and rapidly prototyped core components on the Umbraco CMS
platform. This allowed the project and client teams to
assemble the website through the CMS in less than 4
weeks.
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db | Coca-Cola

Working with the worlds biggest brand
Coke Christmas
One of my most memorable coke projects was a christmas campaign where we took over the famous Coke
sign at Piccadilly Circus. Today, this would have been
enabled through the Twitter API but this was user generated content in a time before social media. Our idea
was to allow people to post a message via our microsite, or send a txt and see their message appear on the
famous landmark. Thousands of people took part and
the activity resulted in 3 marriage proposals.
Coke Centrestage
Another memorable campaign was ‘Coke Centrestage’. Scotland was one of the only countries in the
world where Coke wasn’t the most popular soft drink.
They wanted to connect with Scottish consumers after
dark as part of their strategy to overtake Irn Bru. Our
idea was to run a campaign where grass roots bands
submitted their best tracks via our microsite for a
chance to play at one of two live gigs. One at the
Carling Academy in Glasgow - supporting Idlewild, the
other at the Corn Exchange in Edinburgh backing
Goldfrapp. Users could listen to and vote for music
tracks shortlisted by a panel of popular Radio DJ’s.
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db | University of Dundee

Working with students’ favourite
University in the UK
At Frame Digital I had the pleasure of winning and
leading #testdrivedundee, an award winning recruitment campaign for the University of Dundee.
In the year prior to the campaign the university was
rated #1 in UK student satisfaction surveys. Our idea
was bold but simple - let’s put the survey to the test. We
gave school leavers the opportunity to sample life at
the university and let them tell the real story online.
We received hundreds of entries via our microsite and
over 10,000 unique votes. The hashtag had a reach of
2,500,000 and engagement levels on the University’s
social channels increased by 55%. Traffic to the main
website increased by 600,000 visits and we surpassed
our goal of increasing matriculations.
The campaign was a huge success and won ‘Best
Social Media Strategy’ and ‘Best Integrated Strategy’ at
The Scottish Creative Awards in 2014. The client loved
the idea so much and were so delighted with the
results that they decided to run it in 2015 in which it
won a number of education awards as well as taking a
silver in the digital category at the Marketing Star
Awards 2015.
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db | The Mall : Capital and Regional PLC

Working with Capital and Regional PLC
The Mall is a shopping centre brand owned and managed by Capital & Regional PLC. They have been a client of mine for over 10 years.
I’ve worked on their ever evolving online platforms, spanning responsive websites, apps, games, promotions and back office systems.
The most recent redesign of themall.co.uk was the result of a core
requirement to make the website responsive and to strengthen the
brand positioning of "Shopping as it should be". To bring the brand
positioning to life I developed creative concepts based on insights
experienced by shoppers of all ages.
The design and technical architecture addressed the needs of a
variety of users of varying capabilities. There are 7 malls in total with
multiple mall managers and content editors contributing to its content and features. It is effectively 7 shopping centre websites and 1
corporate website rolled into a single site, with a number of behind
the scenes applications powering a mobile app, competitions, promotions and affiliate marketing components
This was one of the the largest responsive websites (and one of the
first) I designed and it was the first time the team had developed
such a large site using the Umbraco CMS and it gave birth to the
'building blocks’ technical architecture which subsequently evolved
into a boilerplate framework of pre-tested, fully responsive, content
managed components within Umbraco that can be assembled by
non-technical users / marketers to create complex page layouts
and ongoing promotions that work flawlessly across all devices.
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db | National Library of Scotland

Working on a multi-award winning
campaign for our National Library
At Frame Digital I lead the digital side of a hugely successful
campaign to publicise the National Library of Scotland's
exhibition "Scotland at the cinema". The creative concept
was 'Scotified' film posters, based on Scottish humour and
this provided the bedrock for what became a very successful social media campaign.
To make the campaign a success I knew we had to do
more than simply ask consumers to share a witty Scottish
title through Facebook. For the idea to work and become
viral I knew it had to be more visual and so I designed a
custom Facebook app to allow users to create their own
posters in the same style as the originals.
More than 1,000 posters were generated in week 1 and
within a fortnight our client’s Facebook followers were
increased by 50%. Following requests by Facebook fans,
prints of the original posters were sold in the library shop.
The campaign was awarded at the 2013 Scottish Creative
Awards for Integrated Campaign, Integrated Strategy, Public
Sector Advert, Copywriting, 6-4 or smaller sheet poster and it
also won the Grand Prix.
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db | West College Scotland

Working on a best in class website for
West College Scotland
At Frame Digital I had the pleasure of winning and leading the planning and delivery of a best in class website for West College Scotland, now one of the largest educational institutions in the country.
Over 50% of traffic was coming to a collection of websites not optimised for mobile devices. The task was to combine the sites into a
single responsive website that seamlessly linked with their course
application system and to deliver a cohesive brand and user experience. Engaging with multiple stakeholders, I ran several workshops to
ensure all the requirements of the organisation and its user groups
were being met.
The new site enjoyed a 35% increase in organic search traffic (without additional marketing) and course applications increased by
28%. The website has received huge praise from peers and stakeholders. It has also been nominated for and won industry awards.
West College Scotland places students at the heart of what they do.
I made this core to our pitch and remained true to this principle
through delivery. This included filming of a series of student stories,
films of students who went on to have successful careers or start their
own businesses, to act as inspiration for existing and potential students.
The films were universally loved and went on to feature in subsequent marketing campaigns.
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